DxONE INVENTORY MANAGER
One less thing to worry about

Laboratories around the world face a common challenge: the need to deliver fast,
accurate results with fewer resources. So Beckman Coulter created an innovative
solution to help optimize laboratory resources: DxONE Inventory Manager.*

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SIMPLIFIED FOR
IMPROVED LABORATORY EFFICIENCY
With DxONE Inventory Manager integrated into your laboratory, the automated,
end-to-end software solution increases operational efficiency by automatically
recording, tracking and monitoring your laboratory’s consumables. DxONE Inventory
Manager manages reagent consumption and reordering tasks to remove the
administrative aspect of stock management and empower laboratory staff to focus
on the more demanding work that helps move healthcare forward.

Real-time view of transactions

› Instantly gain access to

stock positions: product,
lot number, quantity, location

Automated order placement
for stock replenishment

› Generate orders

automatically based on
your min/max levels

Simplified management

› Effortlessly add and

remove stock in real time
for up-to-date status

Consolidated inventory
information

› Easily navigate dashboards
where all information is
readily available

DxONE Inventory Manager takes care of the small stuff so you can focus on what matters
Compare how you currently manage inventory versus what your inventory management will look like with
DxONE Inventory Manager from Beckman Coulter.

Three simple steps to keep your laboratory stocked and running efficiently with DxONE Inventory Manager:

1 Accept your laboratory

2 Use your laboratory

3 Accept your automated

consumables

consumables

reorders†

› U pon arrival of

› S imply take your reagents

› T he system will automatically

shipment, verify by

or other consumables from

generate an order based on

clicking

storage and scan to use

your min/max levels

Receive all

in the system

› U pdate stock levels

› U pdate stock levels with
simple action

› S imply review and
click

✓

Confirm PO

with one click

DxONE Inventory Manager takes care of the administrative steps to improve your operational efficiency:
Complete overview of current status: access dashboard screen for snapshot of all
consumables managed by the system
Stock levels:
gain rapid
stock status
through
intuitive RAG
(red, amber,
green)
indicators

Stock position:
track status of
consumables
within the
laboratory or
across your
network

Quality check
process:
mark passed
QC items for
management
of QC status
Inventory
transactions:
track items by
date for use
in calculating
consumption

Expiration
management:
minimize
waste through
system-tracked
expiration dates

Ordering: automatically replenish items based on usage patterns

To learn more, visit beckmancoulter.com/dxoneinventory
* Not available in all markets. Check with your local representative for availability.
† Automated reordering only applies to Beckman Coulter consumables.
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